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	Discover true innovation in management today - within the pages and throughout the technology-driven package accompanying the latest edition of this market-leading text. Respected author Richard Daft helps you build better managers for today and tomorrow with the latest managerial theories based on established research, engaging contemporary applications, and a wealth of cutting-edge exercises and examples. Students develop a strong managerial foundation, organized around the four functions of management and supported by a seamless blend of theory and applications within the pages of each chapter. Unique photo essays, challenging cases, and topics not typically found in other management texts help students build the innovative skills to manage successfully throughout turbulent times in business today. Fresh management ideas and the best practices blend with traditional theory as this book - recognized for its quality and trusted for its strong content - once again puts management into practice with proven exercises and learning features that support the book's research orientation and tightly connect concepts. A complete supplement package helps ensure your students reach their full management potential with an all-new video package featuring Hollywood film scenes that demonstrate management principles in action. The innovative new CengageNOW online course management and learning system saves time in assigning homework and grading, while offering personalized learning paths to ensure your students develop the management skills they need for success today and tomorrow.
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Wireless Internet Handbook: Technologies, Standards, and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2003
Wireless applications are definitely the next big thing in communications. Millions of people around the world use the Internet every day—to stay in touch with remote locations, follow the stock market, keep up with the news, check the weather, make travel plans, conduct business, shop, entertain themselves, and learn. The logical next...
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Serial Violence: Analysis of Modus Operandi and Signature Characteristics of KillersCRC Press, 2008
Written by renowned experts Bob Keppel and William Birnes, this book focuses on analyzing crimes of violence to unveil common characteristics that might prove useful in the successful identification, apprehension, and conviction of murderers. It details the historical origins of modus operandi as an investigative tool and discusses modern...
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Real-World .NET ApplicationsApress, 2003
This book presents six medium-sized software projects  teaching how to design and develop .NET applications. Each chapter reviews  supporting theories and technologies, presents simple application illustrating  techniques, offers a class diagram, and more.

Real World .NET...
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Identity and Data Security for Web Development: Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Developers, designers, engineers, and creators can no longer afford to pass responsibility for identity and data security onto others. Web developers who don’t understand how to obscure data in transmission, for instance, can open security flaws on a site without realizing it. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how...
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R Deep Learning Projects: Master the techniques to design and develop neural network models in RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		5 real-world projects to help you master deep learning concepts

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the different deep learning paradigms and build real-world projects related to text generation, sentiment analysis, fraud detection, and more
	
			Get to grips with R's impressive range of...
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The Complete FreeBSD, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2003

	FreeBSD is by far the most popular version of BSDÐ’®, the legendary operating system that has contributed a great deal to every version of UnixÐ’® in use today (including Mac OSÐ’® X). Originally a community effort by the University of California at Berkeley, FreeBSD was aimed at making Unix a little friendlier and easier to...
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